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Abstract
One important paradigm proposed in literature by the scientific community that advocates the viable system approach is 
the structure-system dichotomy for the capability to simplify the investigation of a phenomenon and recognize its scope 
and implications. The purpose of this paper is to provide a contribution to the debate which concerns the structure-system 
approach introducing the concept of interaction type as a bridge linking the relationship concept to that of interaction. The 
interaction type is first introduced in its simplest form using an UML class diagram that points out its role when the observer 
views changes from structure to system and from system to structure. Then, the recursive nature of interaction types is 
discussed in order to show how complex relationships, that involve more parties at several interaction levels, can be better 
represented and used. Finally, a model for the representation of transactions is proposed in which a transaction type can be 
interpreted as a particular case of interaction type and a transaction as an ordered set of interactions. Two case studies are 
presented in the paper; the first concerns an example of fund transfer and highlights how the interaction type hierarchy can 
be applied. The second case study is from the port community system of South Italy and shows how a clearance to enter or 
leave national waters can be described as “departure from” and “arrival to” interaction types.

Keywords Viable system approach · Interaction type · Relationships management

1 Introduction

The problem of relationship management has received a 
great deal of attention from researchers and practitioners 
in several sectors of economy (Allen et al. 2009), public 
administration (Roberts 2015; Schellong 2009; Stromback 
and Kiousis 2011), social networks (Kilduff and Tsai 2006; 
Scott 2013) and many others (Waters and Bortree 2012). In 
general, the motivations behind this growing interest depend 
on the context in which the relationship management is pur-
sued. Seeking long-lasting relationships with customers to 
achieve a competitive advantage in a given market (Lam-
bert 2014), or involving citizens in the decision process on 
how public resources are used (Aiello et al. 2016), provide 

examples of the motivations that encourage the implemen-
tation of systems aiming at the relationship management.

Given such a variety of settings and applications, it is 
certainly not surprising that a universally accepted defini-
tion of relationships upon which to build a general theory of 
relationship management does not exist. Within each appli-
cation domain, specialized models, languages and theories 
are developed so that they work in a satisfactory way with 
respect to the chosen domain but cannot be used when the 
application domain changes. Nevertheless, common con-
cepts and characteristics connected to relationship manage-
ment could be used to build a model that exploits the new 
concept of interaction type introduced in this paper.

Two approaches emerge from the analysis of the current 
scientific literature that can be called structural and behav-
ioural, when the study of the relationship concept is taken 
into account. In the structural approach, first the definition 
of relationship is provided, then the concept of interaction 
is qualified in terms of “activation” of a relationship (ori-
entation: from structure to behaviour). A scholar that adopt 
the structural approach to the study of a system focuses 
his attention first on the system structural properties; then 
the system is studied looking at its dynamic properties. In 
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the behavioural approach, it is the opposite, the concept of 
interaction, usually described as an action that involves two 
or more entities, is initially stated and then the concept of 
relationship emerges as recurring interactions, mutual com-
mitment and other properties (orientation: from behaviour 
to structure).

Examples of a structural approach to the definition of rela-
tionship can be found in Golinelli (2010) and Barile (2013). 
In his Viable System Approach, Golinelli defines a relation 
as a logical or physical connection between components of 
a structure, while an interaction represents the activation of 
a structural relation when resources and/or data are really 
exchanged between components in order to achieve a com-
mon goal.

The theories and models defined in the Relational Mar-
keting (Gummesson 2012; Håkansson and Shenota 1995; 
Holmlund and Törnroos 1997) or Customer Relation Man-
agement (Chen and Popovich 2003; Zablah et al. 2004; But-
tle and Maklan 2015) are representative of the behavioural 
approach to the definition of relationship. The initial focus 
is on the interaction, with the relationship then being per-
ceived as a succession of long-lasting, repeated interactions 
equipped with characterizing properties. In these studies, it 
is the relationship that “inherits” the interaction properties 
from which the relationship is conceived.

Even though the research studies on the concept of rela-
tionship and interaction clarify the properties of two basic 
relationship management concepts, there are important 
aspects that have yet to receive sufficient attention in cur-
rent literature. Assuming that there exists a relationship 
among two or more entities, there are generally many ways 
in which interactions reveal themselves as relationship acti-
vations. What is the structure of these interactions? What 
are the consequences on structure and processes of involved 
entities when we introduce a new interaction type among 
them? How does the comprehension of interaction nature 
contribute to the improvement of relationship management 
systems?

In this paper, the concept of interaction type as a struc-
tural notion that provides the link between the concepts of 
relationship and interaction is proposed. The purpose of 
the paper is twofold. On the one hand, a metamodel cen-
tered on the interaction type concept to reason on both is 
developed: the structural properties of relationships and the 
behavioral properties of interactions between active entities. 
We will show how the definition of interaction types linked 
to a relationship is the logical step that allows for a better 
understanding of the dynamic behavior that emerges from 
the structure of a system. On the other hand, we propose a 
method for the development of a relationship management 
software where a top down strategy guides the development. 
The method starts from the metamodel of interaction type, 
adds information to transform the metamodel into the model 

appropriate for the chosen application domain and adds fur-
ther technical details to transform the model into code for 
the software application under development.

The literature review in Sect. 2 points out some research 
lines in the field of relationship management. In Sect. 3, we 
present our metamodel of interaction type discussing three 
views, represented as unified modeling language (UML) 
class diagrams that focus on different properties of interac-
tion types. The main case study of this paper is presented in 
Sect. 4. It shows a real application of our metamodel to the 
design and realization of a port community system. After 
some methodological consideration, in which the implica-
tions of the interaction type metamodel are discussed in 
Sect. 5, the conclusion summarizes the main results of our 
research along with its limitations and suggests potential 
research areas to explore starting from the findings of this 
work.

2  Literature review

The work presented in this paper wants to contribute to the 
debate on the structure-system dichotomy that animates 
the viable system approach (VSA) community. The VSA 
is a scientific approach to business theory whose basis can 
be traced back to the works of Golinelli (2000), Barile 
(2000) and Barile (2013). According to VSA, every entity 
(a business or an individual) can be considered a system of 
many parts or structures made up of a group of interlinked 
sub-components, with the aim of realizing a common goal. 
The VSA comprises 10 fundamental concepts (FCs) that 
concern structure and dynamics of social systems. These 
fundamental concepts, together with several key related 
principles, can be found in Barile and Polese (2010), Barile 
et al. (2012) and in Polese and Di Nauta (2013).

For the purposes of this research we shall focus on the FC 
“Structures and systems”:

Every organization is characterized by a structure con-
stituted of a set of individual elements with assigned 
roles, activities, and tasks that are performed in com-
pliance with rules and constraints. From the structure 
a system can emerge by the activation of relationships 
into dynamic interactions with external supra-systems 
and internal sub-systems (Golinelli and Gatti 2001).

In particular, our research starts from the work presented 
in (Barile and Saviano 2011) that discusses the structure-
system dichotomy as a fundamental aspect of system think-
ing. Their proposal contemplates a dual perspective—static 
and dynamic—of observing reality: the structure-system 
paradigm. In the definitions provided of relation and struc-
ture on the one hand and of interaction and of system on the 
other, a fundamental characteristic has been identified that 
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consists in envisaging that every phenomenon can be inter-
preted from both a static and dynamic perspective.

The literature reviewed in this section is mainly from sys-
tem theory and business relationship research. Articles from 
system theory provide a robust reference to interpret in a 
general setting the new concept of interaction type; articles 
from business relationship research provide useful references 
especially as far as the nature of interactions among parties 
is concerned. Most of the research work reviewed below 
discusses both the relation and interaction concepts since 
they are intertwined; therefore, the division between struc-
tural orientation papers and behavioural orientation papers 
might appear arbitrary. However, it allows to emphasize 
how the interaction type acts as a bridge between the con-
cepts or relation and interactions and how the model can be 
explained in terms of structural and behavioural properties.

In the following, we will use the term relationship since it 
is widely used in several fields of social sciences limiting the 
use of the term relation to the discussion of artificial systems 
built by human beings.

2.1  Structural approach: from relation 
to interaction

To give a common and unified relationship definition is not 
simple because very often there is an implicit assumption 
that the reader understands what is meant by this term (Zolk-
iewski 2004). In everyday language, a relationship describes 
a connection or association between two or more people 
or things (Foo et al. 2008; Gummesson 2012). Relations 
can be observed among parts of an artificial system (Brue-
gge and Dutoit 2010) and relationships between individuals 
(person-to-person, interpersonal), between an individual and 
a firm or group of people (person-to-firm, firm-to-person), 
and between firms (firm-to-firm, interfirm) (Palmatier 2008).

The structural approach is a common one to the crea-
tion or understanding of artificial systems. Examples are: 
(1) the railway system where stations are parts and tracks 
are physical connections, interpreted as relations that con-
nect the parts. The track activation, a train that runs from 
one station to another, is an interaction between the stations. 
(2) A Local Area Network (LAN) is made of computers and 
storage devices (the nodes of the network) and a communi-
cation channel among nodes is made of hardware (fiber or 
copper cables, network cards) and software (communication 
protocols). A point to point message from a computer to a 
storage device is a one to one interaction; a broadcast mes-
sage from the sending computer to all the other computers 
in the network is a one to many interactions.

Starting from the assumption that an organization is con-
sidered as a physical structure provided with physical com-
ponents interacting with each other with a specific purpose, 
Golinelli and Gatti (2001) state that a “relation represents 

a logical or physical connection between components of a 
structure”. Great relevance for the organizational subsistence 
have the relations and interactions established by the organi-
zation with their suprasystems (Barile 2013; Golinelli 2010). 
The interaction is the activation of a structural relation when 
resources and/or data are really exchanged between the 
components and share their know-how in order to achieve 
a common goal (Golinelli and Gatti 2001). The interaction 
reflects a dynamic behaviour that transforms the structure 
into a system.

An important contribution that VSA can provide to rela-
tionship management in business is shown in Polese and Di 
Nauta (2013). The authors explore various perspective con-
cerning how the concept of consonance, that is the structural 
compatibility between systems, and resonance, that is the 
virtuous interactions between parts, are essential to develop 
a harmonious and viable business behaviour.

Polese and Di Nauta also adopt the VSA: (a) to explore 
the theoretical connections between Service-Dominant 
Logic and Service Science from the point of view of rela-
tionships management; (b) to propose a model for the analy-
sis of the relevance of a system. Relevance, stated in terms of 
influence and criticality, allows the top level management to 
decide the appropriateness of maintaining or implementing 
the underlying relationships with outside systems from the 
point of view of the survival prospects of a viable system.

2.2  Behavioural approach: from interaction 
to relation

The concept of relationship has many facets that led scholars 
to propose various definitions suitable to their research field. 
When we restrict our attention to business networks made 
of human being and organizations, the shared assumption 
is that a business relationship is based on repeated interac-
tions between parties (Holmlund 2004). In other words, the 
studies that have a behavioural orientation first discuss the 
concept of interaction and then a relationship is defined in 
terms of interaction.

The studies based on the transactional marketing 
approach define an interaction as a mutual or reciprocal 
action between two or more parties (Gummesson 2012). 
This approach is focused on the products, with the interac-
tion, usually called transaction or exchange, representing the 
transfer of goods, services, information or money between 
two parties. The exchanged items and the parties already 
existed and they remain unchanged during the transaction 
(Holmlund and Törnroos 1997; Ford et al. 2010).

The relationship marketing introduced in the late 1980s 
by the Nordic school (Grönroos 1994, 1999; Gummesson 
2012) and IMP Group (Håkansson 1982; Ford et al. 2010; 
Holmlund and Törnroos 1997) challenged this traditional 
point of view, focusing on the concepts of the interaction, 
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value, relationships and network. According to these schools 
of thought, the value for the business derives from the 
repeated interactions with the customers. An interaction 
is considered as a continuous process between actors over 
time; by means of successive interactions, actors, activities 
and resources may change and transform themselves.

Continuity, long-term and mutuality constitute some 
common characteristics that an interaction must have to 
become a relationship (Dwyer et al. 1987; Gadde and Matts-
son 1987; Damkuviené and Virvilaité 2007). Trust, loyalty, 
commitment and satisfaction are other very common success 
variables that allow the parties to continue the business rela-
tionship (Damkuviené and Virvilaité 2007; Kleinaltenkamp 
et al. 2015).

2.3  The metamodels of interaction type

The metamodels presented in this section aim to introduce 
the new concept of interaction type as a bridge linking the 
relationship (structural concept) to that of interaction (sys-
temic concept).

In order to describe our proposal, we first discuss the 
structural point of view. Considering the creation of a rail-
way to connect two cities with the purpose of passenger 
transport, this requires the realization of an artificial system 
in which the components are the railway stations and the 
relation connecting them is a track. In such a system, a pas-
senger train that travels from one station to another gives an 
activation of the relation between stations, that is, the track 
activation that can be interpreted as an interaction between 
stations. Several interactions are observable, each one with 
its proper description such as train number, passengers, 
departure time and other data.

Supposing that the designer wishes to realize a system 
that also allows freight transport. In this case, the freight 
train that runs along the track is the track activation. It is 
natural to observe that there are two different ways to use 
the underlying structure, the first for passengers and the sec-
ond for freight transport, and that the need to introduce the 
freight transport service requires an important realization 
effort creating suitable structures for freight transport in both 
stations.

Changing focus from the structural to the behavioural 
point of view, we can make the following considerations. 
The researchers that study social sciences often approach the 
study of relationships starting from the interactions among 
people and then derive the main properties of a relation-
ship. This is probably because, in contrast to the creation of 
artificial systems, organizations and people “already exist” 
and they come in contact due to mutual interests or common 
goals; therefore, the focus is on the interactions.

2.4  The interaction type as a bridge 
between relationship and interaction

The discussion above suggests that there is a need for the 
introduction of a new concept that can provide further 
insight when studying relationships and interactions; we 
shall call this concept interaction type. Our goal is to provide 
a formalized metamodel comprising the concepts of relation-
ship, interaction type and interaction. The metamodel allows 
for a better understanding of structure and dynamics of a 
system and we will use it as a reference for the development 
of a relationships management software.

In Fig. 1, we show the UML class diagram that integrates 
the concepts of relationship between active entities, interac-
tion type and interactions where:

• active entity is an organization, an individual or an auto-
mated component capable of performing a behaviour 
during the interaction with other active entities;

• relationship it represents a logical or physical connection 
between components of a structure. Through relation-
ships communication becomes possible sustaining the 
interaction between active entities;

• interaction an interaction is a concrete action between 
two active entities in order to reach a goal;

• interaction type it is the structural element that gives 
form to one kind of interaction. This form qualifies one 
or more interactions in the sense that it provides external 
shape or configuration to the interactions of that kind.

The structure of an interaction type can be suitably repre-
sented considering the structure of messages between active 
entities. We shall adopt this interpretation in Sect. 3.2 to 
formalize the notion of simple interaction type.

A set of interaction types concerning active entities 
delimits either the kind of admissible actions between them 
or allows to circumscribe the attention to the kind of inter-
actions in which we are interested. As far as our model is 
concerned, we focus on the message exchange due to its 
ability to convey data that represent the exchanges between 
active entities.

We consider two different times when we refer to a rela-
tionship: build time and activation time. At build time, the 
structure of the relationship is qualified as a set of interaction 
types. At activation time, the systemic behaviour emerges 
in terms of interactions between active entities. Such inter-
actions are mediated by the interaction type in the sense 
that the communication that happens between active entities 
becomes possible when the structure of exchanged messages 
is compatible with that of interaction types.

On the one hand, approaching the diagram from the rela-
tionship side, we adopt the structural orientation. We can 
say that there is a relationship between two active entities 
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when there exists at least one interaction type that connects 
them. Once the structure is built, the interactions can take 
place. On the other hand, if we approach the diagram from 
the interaction side, we can adopt the point of view of many 
marketing scholars that first focus their attention on the 
interactions. The behavior oriented relationship approach 
defines a relationship as repeated interactions with an organ-
ization where the interaction process consists of a multitude 
of exchanges and adaptation between active entities. The 
content of exchange can be products, money, social contact 
or information. From the analysis of a multitude of interac-
tions, regular pattern of communications emerge; we syn-
thesize them as interaction types and this set of interaction 
types provides structure to the relationship.

Example 1 This example shows the applicability of the 
model shown in Fig. 1, considering the problem of a pur-
chase and consequent payment made by bank transfer. This 
problem is representative of a wider class of similar prob-
lems in B2B and B2C settings. Supposing that we have four 
active entities C1 and C2, where C1 is a customer of C2, 
and B1 and B2 are the banks of C1 and C2 respectively 
and focusing on the relationships in Fig. 2a, at level 0, we 
state that a relationship between C1 and C2 exists whose 
purpose is a payment from C1 to C2. At level 1, there are 
the relationships between clients and their reference banks, 
and finally, at level 2 there is the relation between the banks 
B1 and B2. Note that we use the term relation here because 
the interactions between B1 and B2 taken into consideration 

Fig. 1  Structure and behaviour of a relationship (UML class diagram)

Fig. 2  The interaction type as a bridge between a relationship and an interaction
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occur through software components only. Once the relation/
relationships connecting the four active entities are iden-
tified, we can further refine our analysis on the structural 
properties of the system designed for bank transfers. Fig. 2b 
shows the interaction types associated to each relationship. 
The dyadic relationships (C1,C2), finalized to the purchase 
and payment of a good, can be expressed as a set of interac-
tion types linked to the corresponding relationship at the 
appropriate interaction level starting from level 0. We have:

• 0.1 Order(C1,C2,Good)
• 0.2 BankTranfer(C1,C2,X)
• 1.1 Withdrawal(B1,C1,X)
• 2.1 Fund Tranfer(B1,B2,X)
• 1.2 Deposit(B2,C2,X)
• 0.3 Shipping(C2,C1,Good)

Finally, we can shift our attention to the interactions. 
Considering a single interaction episode, the value of data 
involved in the interaction are an instance of the schema 
described by the interaction type. For example, given the 
interaction type BankTransfer, then BankTransfer (Brown, 
White, 300) provides the instance data that represents the 
single interaction as a payment of €300; this payment is 
made from Brown to White by bank transfer to buy a bicy-
cle. The semantics of the model of Fig. 1 also states that:

(a) several interaction episodes can be observed as particu-
lar instances of an interaction type;

(b) a set of interaction types can be linked to a relationship; 
this is the case of Order, Bank Transfer and Shipping 
that qualify the relationship (C1,C2).

Even in this simplified representation of a bank trans-
fer, under the assumption that a payment is supported by a 
remote software application, it is worthwhile observing that:

• at level 0, active entities are persons or organizations. 
The interaction is among human beings;

• at level 1, C1 is a person and the behaviour of B2 is cov-
ered by a software component. The interaction is between 
a human being and a software component;

• at level 2, the interaction happens between two software 
components.

The capability of representing interactions among differ-
ent kinds of active entities confirms the generality of our 
model even in the case when messages flow between organi-
zational levels.

In general, the goal of a relationship can be further 
decomposed into smaller low-level goals. The achievement 
of these low-level goals allows for the achievement of the 
top-level one. The recursive interaction types introduced in 

the next section can represent the hierarchical structure of 
goals.

2.5  The recursive nature of interaction types

An interaction type can be eventually decomposed into 
one or more elements that are interaction types too. Fig-
ure 3 develops this aspect. The model is analogous to a 
well-known design pattern of Software Engineering called 
Composite that aggregates objects into a tree structure to 
represent parts as well as the whole hierarchy of objects 
(Gamma et al. 1994). However, the recursion on an interac-
tion type has its peculiar characteristics that we describe in 
this section. According to the model, an interaction type can 
be simple or aggregate; an aggregate interaction type, at a 
given level, is the composition of interaction types at a lower 
level. The last level of the hierarchy contains only simple 
interaction types.

Since our proposal focuses on the messages exchanged 
in the context in which a relationship operates we define:

• interaction type it is either a simple interaction type or an 
aggregate interaction type;

• simple interaction type it represents the structure of an 
atomic interaction between two active entities in terms 
of exchanged messages:

where goal is something that you are trying to do or 
achieve and constraints acts as a guard for the activation 
of an interaction of this type;

• aggregate interaction type: it is a set of two or more inter-
action types:

itName =
{

activeEntity1, activeEntity2, goal,

messageStructure, constraints}

Fig. 3  The hierarchical nature of an interaction type
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where goal expresses the goal of the whole set of inter-
actions in setOfInteractionTypes and constraints can be 
applied to the elements of setOfInteractionTypes.

The messageStructure is analogous to that of a data 
record that we can find in a database management system in 
which the metadata and their corresponding types describe 
the record structure. Often, in software applications, messag-
eStructure is expressed in the XML format known as XSD 
file that describes the structure of an XML document (see 
the case study of Sect. 4). If we consider the railway system, 
an example of admissible constraint is: “the train is operat-
ing on the track and the line is electrified”. A common use of 
constraints in the applications concerns how many elements 
in setOfInteractionTypes are selected to extend the hierarchy 
at a lower level; in particular: (1) all the elements have to be 
selected; (2) only the elements that verify particular condi-
tions are selected.

In order to show a practical application of the constraints 
construct, consider a variant of example1 in which the pur-
chase is online and the payment can be made by choosing 
one among the following modalities: bank transfer, cash on 
delivery or prepaid card. Figure 4 shows the hierarchy gen-
erated from the aggregate interaction types OnlinePurchase 
and Payment. The bold lines indicate the activation of the 
interaction types when the chosen payment modality is bank 
transfer according to the constraints defined at level 0 and 
level 1. The names chosen for the interaction types in Fig. 4 
evoke the corresponding goals.

Level 0—OnlinePurchase:
setOfInteractionTypes = {Order,Payment,Shipping}
contraints = select ALL.
Level 1—Payment:
setOfInteractionTypes ={Bank Transfer, Cash on deliv-

ery, Prepaid Card}

aitName = {activeEntity1, activeEntity2, goal,

setOfInteractionTypes, constraints}

contraints = select(Bank Transfer, Cash on delivery, Pre-
paid Card).

2.6  Representing transactions with interaction 
types

The model of interactive and transactional environment pre-
sented in this section puts together the two previous ones 
and introduces the aspects concerning the representation of 
a transaction as a particular case of the aggregate interaction 
type construct. In Fig. 5, we show a unified schema in which 
the set of transactions is a subset of the interactions that 
occurs between active entities operating within an interac-
tive environment. In other words, there are interactions that 
are not transactions.

• transaction type it is a particular case of aggregate inter-
action type whose components are arranged in a prec-
edence graph:

where precedenceGraph is a directed graph G=(N,E) in 
which the set of nodes N={IT1,IT2,…, ITn} are interac-
tion types, and E={e1,e2,…, em} are directed edges. Each 
edge in the graph is of the form (ITj → ITk), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 
1 ≤ k ≤ n, and there is one node in the graph for each 
interaction type. Furthermore, in G we distinguish a 
“beginTransaction” node and a “terminateTransaction” 
node.

• Transaction it is a numbered instance of transaction type 
composed by two or more interactions, one of which ini-
tiates the transaction (an instance of beginTransaction) 
and one that terminates it (an instance of terminateTrans-
action). The remaining interactions occur in the middle 
of [begin, end] transactions.

ttName =
{

ActiveEntity1,ActiveEntity2,

goal, precedenceGraph, constraints}

Fig. 4  Constraints driven recur-
sion
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We say that the instance ik derived by ITk depends on the 
instance ij derived by ITj if ik requires results of ij, so that ik 
cannot start its execution before the completion of ij. Usu-
ally, the ordering key for the set of interactions is the starting 
time of each interaction in the transaction.

Example 2 Recalling example 1, Bank Transfer is a 
transaction type because it is an aggregate interaction type 
composed of five simple interaction types whose instances 
are executed in sequential order;  c1=“C1 is a client of B1” 
represents the constraints, and the precedenceGraph in this 
example becomes an ordered list:

Fig. 5  The model for the representation of transactions

Bank Transfer(C1,C2) = { C1, C2, goal,  
beginTransaction(C1,C2)→         

Withdrawal(C1,B1)→ Fund Transfer(B1,B2)→ Deposit(B2, C2)→
terminateTransaction(C1,C2),
c1 }.

The simple interaction type Withdrawal is now defined as: 

Withdrawal = {C1, B1, goal,withdrawalMessage,

withdrawalConstraints}

where withdrawalMessage contains the data neces-
sary to define the interaction structure such as the 
account number, the withdrawal amount, the cur-
rency, and the value date while withdrawalConstraints 
 c2 = “balance(C1) ≥ amount(C1)” requires that the balance 
of C1 must be greater than the withdrawal amount.

The Fund Transfer and Deposit interaction types can be 
defined in a similar way; the constraint  c3 of Fund Transfer 
is  c3 = “B1 and B2 use interoperable software applications 
and the connection between B1 and B2 is operating” while 

the constraint  c4 = “C2 is a client of B2” is associated to 
Deposit.

Changing focus from structure to systemic behaviour, the 
interaction BankTransfer(Brown, White, 300) discussed in 
example1 is now a transaction.
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The simple interactions activated during the relationship 
between Brown and White respect the structure of their cor-
responding interaction types. Each message in the transac-
tion below is a set of key-value couples in which each ele-
ment of the message structure is associated to the instance 
value. Furthermore, the integer used as a suffix to the name 
of each interaction uniquely identifies the interaction type; 
beginTransaction has the same suffix of the terminateTrans-
action to state that all the including interactions are part of 
the same transaction.

beginTransaction_095(“Brown”, White)

Withdrawal_123 = {  “Brown”, “BankAcme1”, goal=”Withdrawal operation as part of BankTransfer No. 456557”,
[ accountNumber= “56245677”, amount= 300,  currency= “€”,

recipientBank=”BankAcme2”,  valueDate=”16/09/2016” ], 
c2=true }

Funds Transfer_167 = { “BankAcme1”, “BankAcme2”, 
goal=”Fund Transfer operation as part of BankTransfer No. 456557”,      
[ recipientAccountNumber= “56245677”, amount= 300, currency= “€”, 

valueDate=”16/09/2016”  ],
c3=true }

Deposit_586 = { “BankAcme2”, “White”, goal=”Deposit operation ending Bank Transfer No= 456557”,
[accountNumber= “8740965”, amount= 300, currency= “€”, valueDate=”19/09/2016”],
c4=true }

terminateTransaction_095(“Brown”, “White”)

The constraints defined above act as guards and the trans-
action is allowed only when their value is true; note that 
due to the atomicity property of transaction, even the single 
interaction is executed only when all the interactions are 
executed; this implies that all the constraints must evaluate 
to true, so that the transaction is successful.

3  The case study

The application that we present in this section has been real-
ized in the Smart Tunnel Project, financed by Italian Govern-
ment, to realize a platform for intelligent logistic services 
of urban ports. The purpose is to reduce the bureaucracy 
on the storage time of goods and removing the inefficien-
cies of the bureaucratic interconnections improving the level 
of efficiency and sustainability of the transport of goods in 
urban areas. The application example shown below concerns 

the necessary fulfilments that a shipping company must do 
to achieve the required clearance to enter or leave national 
waters or clearance for a ship to berth (IMO 2011). The FAL 
Convention of International Maritime Organization defined 
a set of common requirements and standards for electronic 
transfer of information and standardized forms (FAL forms) 
aiming at the uniformity in procedures (IMO 2016a, b).

In order to apply the model proposed in the previous sec-
tion, we focus our attention on the relationship between two 
active entities: the shipping company and the Port Authority 

(B2G); this relationship can be brought back to interaction 
types such as “Departure from” or “Arrival to” a port. In 
both cases, several requirements must be fulfilled before 
specific time points. For example, before the arrival to a 
port, a ship must send to the Port Authority the following 
documents (Pedersen 2012):

• 72h Pre-arrival : Paris MoU Report
• 24h Pre-arrival: Ship Pre-Arrival Security Information (ISPS)

IMO Cargo Declaration (FAL2)
IMO Crew List (FAL5)
IMO Passenger List (FAL6)
Imo Dangerous Goods Manifest (FAL7)
Waste Declaration (WD)

• 2h Pre-Arrival: IMO General Declaration (FAL1)
IMO Ship’s stores Declaration (FAL3)
IMO Crew Effect Declaration (FAL4)
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Figure 6 shows the FAL1 form that the shipping company 
must send to the Port Authority in order to get clearance.

Starting from these requirements, three interaction types 
are defined: 72hPre-Arrival, 24hPre-Arrival and 2hPre-
Arrival. Another interaction type, called Clearance, defines 
the message structure that the Port Authority uses to grant or 
deny the permission to enter the port. Therefore, according 
to the model introduced in the previous section, ArrivalTo is 
an aggregate interaction type that allows for the activation of 
only one of its elements according to the journey duration:

At a lower level of interaction, each aggregate is a trans-
action type composed of a certain number of simple inter-
action types. The deriving interactions have to be executed 
before a certain time from the arrival. We report below the 
aggregate MoreThan72hJourney; the other two aggregate 
interaction types are similar. When a constraint is empty 
(there is no constraint acting as a guard), we assume that its 
evaluation is true.

Fig. 6  The FAL1 form implemented in SMART TUNNEL PCS

ArrivalTo = {Ship, PortAuthority, goal, setOfInteractionTypes, constraints} with:

goal= clearance
setOfInteractiontypes={MoreThan72hJourney,MoreThan24hJourney, MoreThan2hJourney}
constraints= select(MoreThan72hJourney,MoreThan24hJourney,MoreThan2hJourney)
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MoreThan72hJourney={Ship, PortAuthority, clearance, precedenceGraph, emptyConstraint}

precedenceGraph= {beginTransaction→72hPre-Arrival→24hPre-Arrival→
2hPre-Arrival→Clearance→terminateTransaction}

where

72hPre-Arrival = { Ship, PortAuthority, “clearance”,
ParisMouReport, 
c1=“send before 72h from the arrival” }

24hPre-Arrival = { Ship, PortAuthority, “clearance”,
sequence(ISPS,FAL2,FAL5,FAL6,FAL7,WD), 
c2=“send before 24h from the arrival” }

2hPre-Arrival = { Ship, PortAuthority, “clearance”, 
sequence(FAL1,FAL3,FAL4),
c3= “send before 2h from the arrival” }

Clearance = { PortAuthority, Ship, “clearance", 
Clearance, 
c4=“Port Authority has received all required documents” }

The messages exchanged between a Ship and the PortAu-
thority are the documents required by the PortAuthority in 
order to release the clearance. A single document is sent dur-
ing a “Clearance interaction” while a set of documents can 
be exchanged as shown by the 24hPre-Arrival interaction 
type. In this case, the message structure chosen is a sequence 
of documents (ISPS,FAL2,FAL5,FAL6,FAL7,WD).

In this case study the message structure has been imple-
mented by means of XSD files, each one defining the struc-
ture of a document to be exchanged in a XML format. The 
graphic representation in Fig. 7 shows the FAL1.xsd struc-
ture used to render the FAL1 form of Fig. 6.

Each time that a ship of the company arrives in a dif-
ferent port, at least one of the previous transaction types 

is used. For example, suppose that the ship called “Euro-
cargo Alexandria” is executing a short voyage from Genoa 
toward Naples and that the estimated duration is 10 h. In 
this case, before 2 h of arrival, the ship is obliged to send 
the required document to the Naples Port Authority. In this 
case, an instance of transaction type MoreThan2hJourney 
is activated. 

The interactions 2 h Pre-ArrivalToNaples and Clear-
ance54678 are also created as instances of 2 h Pre-Arrival 
and Clearance interaction types.

Journey_AB12345_2016_10_05

= {2h Pre-ArrivalToNaples, Clearance54678}

2h Pre-ArrivalToNaples= { “Eurocargo Alexandria”, “NaplesPortAuthority”,
              [FAL1_2016_10_05.xml, FAL3_2016_10_05.xml, FAL4_2016_10_05.xml],

startTransaction } 

Clearance_I1 = { “NaplesPortAuthority”, ““Eurocargo Alexandria”, Clearance_54678.xml, commitTransaction } 
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Fig. 7  The XSD structure of messages for FAL1 (Arrival/Departure Clearance)
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An excerpt of FAL1_2016_10_05.xml is reported below. 
It represents the message exchanged between the ship and 
the port authority in order to allow the berth.

becomes possible a finer grain analysis, because the 
relationship is further decomposed in its “structural” 
constituents, that is the interaction types;

2. The identification and formalization of internal/exter-
nal interaction types that are part of the structure of an 

<ns0:GeneralDeclaration 
xmlns:epc="epc.xsd"
xmlns:ns0="FAL1.xsd"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

<ns0:DeclarationType>Arrival</ns0:DeclarationType>
<ns0:ShipData>

<ShipName>Eurocargo Alexandria</ShipName>
<IMONumber>9437907</IMONumber>
<MMSINumber>247296500</MMSINUmber>
<CallSign>IBLW</CallSign>

</ns0:ShipData>
<ns0:VoyageNumber>9876</ns0:VoyageNumber>
<ns0:PortOfArrivalDeparture>

<ns0:PortOfArrival>
<Name>Naples</Name>
<ContryCode>IT</ContryCode>
<UNLoCode>NAP</UNLoCode>

</ns0:PortOfArrival>
</ns0:PortOfArrivalDeparture>
<ns0:DateTimeOfArrivalDeparture>2016-10-05T17:35:00.0
</ns0:DateTimeOfArrivalDeparture>
<ns0:FlagStateofShip>IT</ns0:FlagStateofShip>
<ns0:NameOfMaster>

<GivenName>John</GivenName>
<FamilyName>Anderson</FamilyName>

</ns0:NameOfMaster>
.
.
.

4  Methodological implications

According to VSA, the systemic approach does not coin-
cide with the holistic approach and is not opposed to the 
analytical-reductionistic approach (Golinelli and Barile 
2008). Rather, it represents a path that, within a continuum 
that has in reductionism and holism its extremes, is able to 
reconcile both. Consequently, each result, that can contrib-
ute to a deeper understanding of the concept of relation/
relationship, will have implications on the study of artificial 
and social systems by means of the systemic approach. Our 
research adds a further insight to the dichotomy perspective 
analyzed in (Barile and Saviano 2011) with respect to the 
following aspects:

1. Starting from the study of relationship-interaction, 
and hence from the structure-system point of view, it 

active entity (i.e., an enterprise) allow different stake-
holders to have a more precise comprehension about:

• the variety of interactions that happens within the system 
and between the system and its supra-systems;

• the goals that are relied to relationships.

The second point can be useful, for example, in the rel-
evance analysis suggested by Polese and Di Nauta (2013). 
Since the interaction type proposal is aligned to VSA, it has 
an impact also with respect to other FCs. If we consider the 
FC “System hierarchy”:

According to the recursivity principle, every system 
“belongs” to a L level, and can recognize supra and 
sub-systems. Supra-systems will be identified at a 
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L + 1 level. Sub-systems will be defined at a L − 1 
level,

the interaction type metamodel addresses this aspect as 
regards relations/relationships. As shown in Sect. 3.1 and 
3.2, an interaction type is possibly decomposed into one or 
more lower level elements that are interaction types too; this 
approach can ease the system analysis. The recursive model 
shown in Sect. 3.2 is also able to represent the hierarchical 
structure of goals, showing how the achievement of low-
level goals allows for the achievement of the top-level one.

The interaction type metamodel has also an interesting 
interpretation, when we look at the consonance property 
between two systems: the more interaction types comprise 
the relationship between active entities the greater is the con-
sonance between active entities. Shifting view from static 
properties to dynamic behavior, many interaction types 
also mean that there exist several interaction possibilities 
between parties; when several harmonious interactions of 
various kind occur, then the resonance manifests itself at a 
higher degree.

A final consideration concerns the application of our 
metamodel to software design. The focus on relationship 
management is first considered at business level; here the 
designer focuses his attention on involved entities, business 
objects, exchanged messages and related goals at an appro-
priate abstraction level. If necessary, this analysis can be 
repeated applying the recursive metamodel of interaction 
type adding the necessary details. Finally, taking the devel-
oped models as starting point, the software realization is 
pursued by means of appropriate implementation languages. 
The case study of Sect. 4 shows a concrete application of this 
top-down development method.

5  Conclusions

Relationship management is a research field with several 
implications deriving from the different application domains 
and the variety of definitions, models and theories that have 
been proposed to approach the problem. Mature research 
results have clarified that the relationship concept is mul-
tidimensional. Damkuviene and Virvilaité (2007) point 
out the importance to study a relationship from one side 
as a repeated interaction with an organization and, on the 
other, considering the emotional bonds with an organiza-
tion. Holmlund and Törnroos (1997) propose a classifica-
tion of relational concepts according to three dimensions: 
structural (links, ties, connections, institutional bonds), eco-
nomic (investments, economic bonds) and social (commit-
ment, trust, atmosphere, attraction, social bonds). In this sce-
nario, our contribution follows the research flow fed by the 
VSA community, in particular enriching the debate about the 

structure-system approach to the study of phenomena. The 
main contribution of this paper consists of the introduction 
of a novel concept called interaction type that can provide 
further insight when studying relationships and interactions. 
Through interaction types we can pursue a fine grain analy-
sis on the structural properties of a relationship and we can 
define (or recognize) at different abstraction layer the goals 
of the relationship and the structure of messages that will be 
involved during interactions. Our approach is aligned with 
the VSA structure-system paradigm but suggests the pos-
sibility of a finer grain analysis of relationships and interac-
tions through the decomposition of a relationship in its inter-
action types. The top-down method for the development of 
software systems shown in Sect. 4 is a natural consequence 
of the recursive nature of interaction types.

The three views presented in the paper can be used 
according to the characteristics of the considered problem. 
For problems where the relationships are described at one 
interaction level, the simple model of interaction type can 
be used, whereas the recursive and hierarchical model bet-
ter describes situations where relationships and interactions 
must be taken into account at different levels. Finally, the 
transactional model can be used when the transactional prop-
erties of the system under specification are important.

The abstraction level of VSA implies both a simplic-
ity of its concepts and a general validity of its framework 
(Golinelli et al. 2012) and it is at the right abstraction level 
to be accepted by research communities working in differ-
ent fields. In the spirit of VSA, the concept of interaction 
type is provided at an abstraction level that should not pose 
constraints on its use. The interaction type is a metamodel 
that can be adapted to the needs of a given research field 
or extended to the case of a complex network of relation-
ships. We are aware that in some cases the adaptation could 
be not so easy to obtain as in the case of the representa-
tion of the emotional bonding in a relationship. We believe 
that further research activities will take advantage of the 
formalization proposed in this paper, especially when the 
transformation from the metamodel to model stage must be 
taken into account so as to apply the model in a given appli-
cation domain.

The lesson learned from the case study is that the class 
of software systems aimed at relationships management in 
settings such as B2B, B2C and B2A takes advantage of the 
application of our metamodel. However, further research 
is necessary to identify a complete software development 
methodology focused on relationships and interactions 
through the interaction type metamodel; this methodol-
ogy could be used as a valid alternative to the traditional 
approaches based on functions or data, at least for software 
applications where relationships management prevails. This 
idea will be subject to future study.
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